
FIRST CLASS FARM GIRL 

 

I am most definitely what most people would consider a girly girl. I love sparkling champagne and pink in 

every shade. I love a glittering chandelier and wearing a sun dress, I even have a walk in closet full of 

high heels. I’ve been travelling the world as a flight attendant wearing a pill box hat and fitted retro 

uniform for many years. I’m certain that because I have these stereotypical feminine qualities that 

people would be surprised to learn I spend the majority of my time mucking out my horse stalls, 

renovating my chicken coop, chasing around my pet ducks and planting vegetable and flower gardens. I 

have been keeping my high heels well travelled and my rubber boots muddy.  

My husband is also in aviation and works as a pilot but was raised on a dairy farm. I grew up in the 

suburbs but spent the summers horseback riding at a local stable where my passion for horses started. 

Although the wonder and excitement of aviation and travel can be really inspiring it was actually the 

longing for an honest and natural country life that bonded our hearts and connected our true roots 

together. We have travelled the world together but agreed that our forever home should be somewhere 

far from the hustle and bustle of the airport. 



Our home and hobby farm is in beautiful Mulmur, Ontario about an hour north of Toronto, but certainly 

feels worlds away. I impatiently went shopping for horses immediately after moving to the country. My 

reluctant former dairy farmer husband would tell you “My wife wanted horses, I didn’t want horses, so 

we got horses.” He has since admittedly fallen for them as he’s witnessed our young daughter develop 

such patience, fortitude and compassion alongside them. It really is the sweetest thing to see the minis 

roam up to our front door and peek through her playroom window waiting for her to sneak them some 

carrots.  

A more admittedly excitable venture for my husband here on our hobby farm has been the renovation 

of our chicken coop and the arrival of our variety of chickens. We currently have fluffy and fabulous 

silkies, azure, red, white, and black sex link chicks. Shortly after they settled in here, we introduced some 

khaki campbell ducks who are doing very well and are surprisingly such sweet and easy keepers. The 

ducks may or may not have been in our jacuzzi bath tub once or twice for a fancy photoshoot. We are 

hoping the ducks will eventually assist with the health and maintenance of our gardens and we still have 

so much to learn about them. 

With all of the expanding we have already done here we still have plans to plant a lavender field and 

magical autumn pumpkin patch. Our hobby farm has kept us honest, kept us inspired and committed.  

This is what I would like my children to learn above all else. I want them to know that they can hop in an 

airplane and see every corner of the world just like their mom and dad but always at the end of the day 

the deeper they put down their roots the higher they can fly.  

 


